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Abstract

Does Better Nutrition Raise Farm Productivity?

John Strauss

Household-level data from Sierra Ieone are used to test whether higher ca
loric intake enhances family farm labor productivity.

'1hls is the notion~

hind the efficiency wages hypothesis, which has found only weak enpirical
su~rt.

A farm production ·function is estimated, acex>unting for the sinulta

neity in input and calorie choice.

An

agricultural oousehold nooel is used to

develop a proper set of instruments, which include prices, h>useh>ld character
istics, and farm characteristics.

'1be latter two sets of instnments are later

dropped to explore the robustness of the results to different specifications of
exogeneity.

A variety of ways are explored in which calories might enter the

. production function, the results being quite robust to these.

'1be exercise

shows a highly significant effect of caloric intake on labor productivity, pro
viding the first solid sui:p:>rt of the nutritional-productivi ty hypothesis.

OOES BETI'ER NIJI'RITION RAISE FARM PKDUCTIVITY? *

1.

Intro ducti on

'!be pote ntial inter relat ions hips between labo r prod
uctiv ity and nutr ition

(or rore gene rally , healt h) have been the focus of eoonornis
ts' inter ests for
some year s. '!he idea that highe r market aoo/o r farm prod
uctiv ity should help
to determine nutr ition al statu s is an old one. Recently
there has been an
incre ase in work explo ring this relat ion, inclu ding Pitt
(1983), and Strau ss
(1982, 1984a). '!be rever se relat ion, that bette r nutr ition
(health) may
inprove labo r prod uctiv ity has spawned an inpo rtant theo retic
al liter atur e, the
effic ienc y wages hypo thesi s, on the poss ible labo r market
oonsequenoes.l The
enpi rical resea rch on the effic ienc y wages hypothesis has
been indir ect, arx'i
has found mild ly nega tive evidence (see Binswanger and
Rosenzweig, 1984, for a

usefu l surve y).

'lbe eirpi rical evidence on the unde rlyin g nutri tiona
l (heal th)

labo r prod uctiv ity hypo thesi s has also been weak, ioost of
it focusing on the
prod uctiv ity of plan tatio n workers. Atten pts to test for
and quan tify the
relat ions hip between nutr ition and labo r prod uctiv ity for
family farms have
been none xiste nt, desp ite the overwhelming inpor
tance of family farms in

developing cx:>untry agric ultur e.

Iriiee d Bliss arx'i Stern (1978, p. 390) cx:>nclude

in their survey on the effic ienc y wages hypo thesi s" ••• We
soould not be
dogmatic. we sugg est, however, that an atten pt to tease sanet
hing out of the
data, which is nuch mre delic ate than the crude productio
n func tion, with all
the problems atteo oant to that sinp le exer cise, will
not be justi fied ••• "
'Ibis paper repo rts an attempt to test and quan tify the effec
ts of curre nt
nutri tiona l statu s (an.'lllal calo ric intak e) on annual fann
production, arx'i hence
*'Ille author grate fully acknowledges the very help
ful cx:>nrrents of David Feeny,

Mark losenzweig, T. Paul Schultz and Victo r Snith , as we
las from sei,....nar
parti cipa nts at the Univ ersit y of Minnesota aoo Yale.
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labor productiv ity, using farm oousehold level data from Sierra Ieone. A farm
household m:xlel (see strauss 1984b, for a survey) is developed and used to
specify awropria te instnunen ts for both caloric intake and variable farm
inputs, which are then used to estimate a farm production function.

The

results show a highly significa nt and sizable effect of caloric intake on farm
outp.it, even after accounting for its emogene ity, as well as the emogenei ty
of variable farm iJlI:ots.

Moreover both the significa nce and size of the

calorie effects are reasonably robust to the ways in which calories enter the
productio n function; to different assunptio ns ooncerning the substitut ability
of family and hired labor; and to assurrptions oonceming the exogeneity of farm
and household assets.

2.

Peview of Some Enpirical studies

Earlier enpirical studies investiga ting nutrition (health) -

labor

productiv ity links have focused on individua l workers, usually on plantatio ns.
Experimental studies using a low and a high calorie diet supplenent have been
oonducted on Guaternalen sugarcane cutters

(Inmink and

Viteri, 1981 a, b;

Drmink, Viteri and He.lns, 1982), and on Kenyan road oonstruct ion workers
(WOlgerruth et. al., 1982). 'nlese studies measured average labor productiv ity,
finding either weak or no effects of energy supplenen tation on labor
productiv ity.

In a non-experirnental study, Baldwin
and

and

weisbrod (1974) and then Weisbrod

Helminiak (1977) investiga ted the effects of disease on the weekly

earnings, daily wages, and weekly labor supply of plantatio n workers on st.
wcia.

They found some evidence of a negative relation bet~ daily wages and

schistoso rniasis for male workers, but oonclude that "••• parasitic i.lfection
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~ars to cause few statistical ly significant adverse effects on agricultura l
labor productivit y••• 2
~

strength of these experinenta l and non-experiIIental studies lies in

their relatively good data on individual disease incidence, caloric intake or
stature. The experimental studies suffer from not controlling , either in the
experirnental design or in the statistical analysis, for i.nportant economic
variables such as food prices, wage rates am fam profits.

Individuals will

vary their consunption of foods and nonfoods at home in response to a diet
supplementation at work (the experiIIental studies all report this to occur).
Individuals also preswnably vary their labor supply to equalize marginal
returns to different activities.

If higher productivit y is not rewarded with a

comensurately higher wage, the increased energy intake may be used on farm on
h:>me production activities.

If assignment to experinenta l groups is not

randomized on variables capturing Of'PC)rtunity costs the labor supply results
will be confounded. Moreover there may be intrafamily substitutio n in food
consunption, resulting in higher intakes for other family menbers.

lt>ne of

these effects are captured by the experiments, and all are potential reasons
why only very weak effects are found.
An

additional weakness of the experiIIental studies is that non labor inputs

are not controlled for, the productivit y data used being average labor
productivit y.

flt>st fundamentally perhaps, both the nonexperinental studies and

the statistical analyses which use only baseline data from the experinents

suffer because the direction of causation is unclear; nore productive (less
sick) workers may earn nore, hence eat nore (have less disease).3 Likewise,
the labor supply results are potentially marred by not controlling for

selectivity bias, the possibility that extremely sick (malnourished) workers
may not work at all, hence not be in the sanple.
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To

neasure the inpact of nutrition (health) on labor productivity one

should explicitly account for the level of other inputs, as is done in a pro
duction function.

To

account for sinultaneity in nutritional status, and

perhaps other inputs, instnmental variables are needed.

Slch variables can

only be determined from a theoretical rodei°. Ole such nodel which is well
suited for this p.upose is the agricultural oouseoold m:xlel.
.....

~

····

Pitt and Rosenzweig (1984) use an agricultural h:>usehold m:>del to explore
effects of illness on farm profits and labor suwly, but not on the farm
production function, for a set of Indonesian oouseholds.

They find no

statistically significant effects of family illness on profits, but do find
such an effect of illness on male labor suwly. The absence of an effect of
family illness on farm profits need not inply that it does not affect farm
production. If family and hired labor were perfect substitutes and households
faced a fixed wage, then the demand for healthy labor can be met by hiring or
selling nore labor at that oonstant wage.

Consequently the farm production

function might show' an effect, but farm profits would not.

3. Model

Farm houseoolds produce some of the cormodities which they consume.

In

nooeling their behavior the interrelationships between consunption and
production need to be accounted for.
househ:>ld nooels.

This is the essence of agricultural

Slch uodels have a general structure of maximizing a

househ:>ld utility function subject to farm production function, tine, and
budget constraints. '!here are differences between nodels which result from
different assunptions regarding the existence and competitiveness of markets,
or from comer solutions for comrodities which are both consl.Ul'ed and produced
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(see Strauss, 1984b}.

Here it will be assumed that perfectly canpetitive

markets for all conm:xlities exist, and that food consurcption out of txme
production and out of market p.1rchases are perfect substitutes .

Family and

hired labor will, h:>wever, be allowed to be inperfect substitutes .
~

utility function can be written as

(1)

where

X~=

oousehold consurrption of fooa4,

X~=

househ:>ld consurrption of

nonfoods, x[= h:>usehold consurrption of leisure, and Z= oousehold assets such
as size, age and sex conposition , and education, all for the nonent being
considered as fixed.

Since the caloric consunption which potentially matters

is at the individual level, a nooel explaining food const.mption of individuals
would be better. cne could oove towards such a JOOdel by indexing the household
consunption variables by individuals .

Since the available data are at the

oousehold level, however, this will not be pursued.
The farm production function can be written as:

(la)

where
hired

XF = production of foods, L; = effective
labor, V= non-labor variable inputs, K=

family labor,

L~=

effective

physical capital, and

A=

land

acreage.
Effective labor, both family and hired, is a function of calorie intake (or
health} at the individual level, and oours worked.

It is the inflow of

calories during the current year which is hypothesized to affect annual
effective labor.

No

attenpt is made to measure effects of deficiencie s that

occured long ago, a stock effect, tmugh to the extent that current and past
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intakes are correlated the joint effects are being captured.

In specifying

effective labor the efficiency wages literature is follCYwed (Bliss and Stem,
1978a,b) by making effective labor the product of labor hours arx:l a function

relating efficiency per lx>ur worked to caloric intake:5

(lb)

(le)

where

LF =

hours of family farm labor,

LH=

hours of hired farm labor,

household food consurrption of hired labor, and

k.
l

=a

C

YF=

factor converting

household family (F) or hired (H) labor annual food consunption into calories
per-laborer per day.

These conversion rates have two conponents: a conversion

of annual h:>useoold food consunption into average daily household caloric
availability, and a conversion of houseoold calories into a per laborer
equivalent. The rates may differ between family and hired labor because either
of the two conponents may differ.
The efficiency per hour worked function, h(•), is often hypothesized to

have a p:>rtion which is increasing at an increasing rate follCYwed by a p:>rtion
increasing at a decreasing rate.

It can begin at the origin or from a positive

caloric intake.6 Figure 1 provides an illustration.

0

Fjgure l
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The

houseoold tine constraint sinply equates total non-sick tine available

to farm ~rk plus off-farm ~rk plus leisure.

Following Grossman (1972) total

non-sick tine available is allowed to be a function of average individual- level
caloric intake (health):

where T( •)

=total

'
non-sick household
tine available,

T 1 2.

o ; and

L

0

=hours

of

off-farm labor.
Finally the budget constraint may be written as the value sum of agri
cultural production sold, family labor sold and any exogenous income equals the
value sum of p.1rchased farm inp.1ts and nonfoods consurrption.

where the Pi 's are prices with F = foods, FL:: family labor, N:: nonfoods, HL::
hired labor, V= non-labor variable inp.1ts, and E= exogenous income. '!be
budget constraint can be conbined with the tine constraint and be rewritten in
standard farnroouseoold form as

In this form of the nodel it is wages per clock oour of family labor, not
per efficiency hour, which are assumed to be fixed to the b:>useoold.

The lat

ter could easily be incorporate d by substitutin g a wage function for the a::m
stant hourly wages, but that is not done here.? Hired labor is treated as
hono:_~nous within a region with its food consunption assumed to be exogenous to
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the hirer.

'Ibis is a very different assurrption than is usually made in the

efficiency wages literature, but exogenous hired labor food consunption
corresponds nuch better to a non-labor surplus situation in which labor
contracts are daily.

The

effective labor per :OOUr worked function may not

respond nuch to highly transitory {i.e. daily) changes in food intake, because
body weight can absorb those so long as they are short run. Even if there were

some short run response there may be inportant externalities to the enployer
raising the wage above market levels, since the worker may not work for the
same enployer on subsequent days.
First order conditions ~ar in equations (2a)-(2g).

Interior solutions

are assumed for family labor sold out and hired labor.
aF

>il

(1 - L

F

-ill.Jc-

).P

a~

N

-

F a1;

dh

d~

_

r

FL

PF

dT

-)s:O
d~

(2a)

., 0

(2b)

(2c)

-

cF

).

( PFL - PF

e

c
h (kFX-i))

- 0

(2e)

oLF

- ). (p

HL

...

->.CPv - PF

PF

_1! h(~Yc)) "' 0
e
F

a½r

2-I)
av

(2f)

.. 0

(2g)
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'lbe conditions are standard.

Qtly for family and hired labor arx:i food oonst.mp

tion are there any non-standard terms. The labor first order oonditions equate
wages per hour to the marginal value product of an oour of labor.

Dividing

through by the nunber of efficiency units per worker oour, h(•), yields the
wage :per efficiency lx:>ur, Prr/h( kFX~

),

for family labor, which is equated to

aF

the marginal value product of an efficiency unit of family labor PF--;. For

aL,

food oonsunption, the farm productivity effect is equivalent to a proportionate
decrease in the price of food of LF

aF

dh

e c
Rf

dXF

Pn.

dT

+ pF dr. , which is the
-7

.

marginal product of food ex>nsurrption in raising farm output plus its marginal
product in raising time available for work and leisure. Th.ls a substitution of
foods for both nonfood and leisure will be encouraged.
It is clear from equation (2e) that farm input choices now depend on food
consunption.

The nodel is not, then, separable between farm production arx:i

ex>nsunption decisions.

Separability would irrply that farm input and output

choices are, in effect, made independently of oonsurrption choices, but affect
tb:>se choices through profits.

Now

production depends upon oonsurrption choices

through tba wage per efficiency hour. Likewise oonsUitption choices deperrl on
production decisions through the shadow price of food, Pr(l
well as through farm profits.

ar

-

¾- aL;

dh

d~ -

Pn dT )
PF

However, oonditional on the level of h( •) being

fixed, equations (2e)-(2g) may be solved independently for variable inp..it,
bance output, levels.
level of h( •)

(hence

Thus

there exists a profit function oorxlitional on the

on x~ ) • The h( •) function will enter this corxlitional

profit function through the efficiency wage rates for family and hired labor
(e.g. PFI:Jh(k~) for family labor). The ex>rxlitional profit function will obey
all the standard properties of profit functions when one treats the efficiency
wage rates rather than the hourly wage rates as the

d>;'

a::
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appropriate ones. '!his neans that profit functions, or in?,lt demand am output
supply functions, can be estiirated so long as the endogeneity of x~ is
accounted for.

Furthenrore, this conditional profit function will equal the

unconditional profit function when is evaluated at its optinum.

01 the demand

side, a similar argument awlies. There will be an expenditure function
conditional on h( •) and on T( •), which can be related to the uncorxUtional
expenditure function.

'Ibis fact can be used to specify a labor supply

equation, conditional on h(•) and T(•), which will be consistent with this
agricultural oouseoold nodel.
For the pirpose of estiirating the farm production function, equation (la),
the agricultural oousehold nodel provides a set of variables which may be taken

as exogenous to the houseoold, hence which are carx:lidate instrunental
variables.

These variables can be classed in three groups:

prices, farm as

sets and houseoold assets.a Prices include both prices of consurrption
conm::>dities and variable farm inpits.

Household assets include deroographic

variables.

4.

'lbe Data and Study Setting

'!he data are from a cross-section survey of houseoolds in rural Sierra

Leone taken during the 1974-75 crowing year (May-April).

Sierra Leone was

divided into eight geographical regions cb::>sen to conform with agro-clinatic
zones, and those were used to stratify the sanple. Within these regions, three
emmeration areas were randomly.picked and oouseholds sanpled within these.
Bouselx>lds were visited twice in each week to obtain information on production,
sales, and labor use, anong other variables.
twice during one week
The

p:;r

Half the oouseholds were visited

rronth to oL.:ain market pirchase information.

data set contains nuch detail on outpits, family and hired labor use

(there is not rruch use of other variable inpits), capital stock, lam use, and
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lx>uselx>ld characteristics.

It also provides estimates at the oouselx>ld level

of food conswrption from both market µirchases

and b:>Ire

production of 196 dif

ferent foods (see AH?endix for details of variable construction). From these
data estimates of h:>uselx:>ld caloric availability have

been

constructed using

food conposition tables. ibis data set also has regional price data with suf
ficient variation to have su~rted estimation of a IOOderately large (seven
COIIIOOdity grou?3) conplete dem:md system (Strauss, 1982). It is then a

good

data set with which to estimate farm houseoold level production functions, in
cluding a measure of caloric availability, having

good

data on outµits

and

in

i;:uts as well as data on the type of instnmental variables required for
estimation.
The major weaknesses in the data are the absence of other measures of nu

tritional status, especially anthropometric or clinical measures,

and the ab

sence of individual level data on caloric intake. Anthropooetric and clinical
variables 1'i0uld be useful to distinguish different possible effects on
productivity of long term (chronic) and short term (acute) deficiencies.
Ideally the dietary information one 1'i0uld like 1'i0uld be that on actual intake
for individuals.
The measure available in the Sierra Leone data is of availability, not

intake.

The two

may differ systematically, especially if food waste is posi

tively related to income levels~
accurately.

However intake data are difficult to obtain

Recall metlx>ds have potential inaccuracies,

and

if the data come

from one or two interviews they risk being unrepresentative of average annual
intake.

The

Sierra Leone data were collected throughout the year, twice weekly

for production related variables,
market µirchase information.

and

twice during one week per m::>nth for the

It is not clear then whether nore measurement

error is introduced by using annu-·l oouseoold a ..ailability data or non-annual
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irxtividual intake data.
if it were annual.

Clearly, toough, one would like Wividual level data

Since such data are not available, the househ:>ld level

calorie variable has to be converted into an average per family worker.
Two

methx:ls are used to make this conversion, to see 1¥YYi .robust the results

are. At one extrere one could assume that food is shared equally am::>ng famil_y
menbers, by dividing househ:>ld availability by h>useoold size. This seems un
reasonable th:>ugh, so another assunption used will be that Wividual food a:m
sunption is proF()rtional to ag;>roximate caloric requirenents for mderately
active persons of a given age and sex.

This allows adults to get a higher

share than under the equal distribution assunption, toough perhaps not as high
as they in fact receive.9 The per consmner equivalent conversion is a scalar
Itllltiple of expressing total h:>usehold caloric intake expressed as a ratio of
total household requirenents, the scalar being the daily caloric requirenent
for adult males.10
Two

points are worth bearing in mind when considering the F()tential ad

equacy of the caloric availability data.

First, in a cross section it seems

plausible that differences (especially large ones) in per consumer equivalent
caloric availability will reflect a corresF()nding difference in nutritional
status across houselx>lds.

second,

when using an instnmental variable for cal

orie availability in estimation, the errors in variables problem will be cor
rected if the instnunents are uncorrelated with the measurenent error.

It is

reasonable to believe that nay be the case for this problem.
caloric data for hired laborers are not directly available. However, labor
markets in rural Sierra Leone during the survey period -were characterized by
reciprocal arrangenents.

Most families in a region contributed sane labor dur

ing the year to work on their neighbors' farms, which was then reciprocated
(Spencer and Byerlee, 1977). flk>reover hirec labor is oftL! in groups.

Conse-
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quently it may not be unreasonable to sugx>se that there is a region al average
caloric level for hired labore rs, that is harogeneous hired labore rs. Since
workers woo hire themselves out are identif ied in the data, this average can be
calcula ted as a weighted average of per oonsumer eguiva lent (or per capita)
daily calori c availa bility of all h:>useoolds in a region. flle weights used are
the propor tion of total region al hours hired out that oome from each
houseoold.
ihis reduces the weighted average caloric intake for hired labore rs beneath the
sinple average because poorer households tend to provide a propor tionate ly
greate r am:>unt of labor sold out, partly because they tend to be larger
houseoolds.
Sierra Leone is charac terized by active rural labor markets (see Spencer
and Byerle e, p. 25-45, for detail s). As nention ed, nuch hiring is
recipro cal,
payment being either in cash or in kind (includ ing neals) . Payment in neals
could reflec t a recogn ition of nutriti onal-p roduct ivity effect s but it is also
consis tent with other hypotheses, such as eoonanizing on travel tine to a.i.~
from fields. 11 Most hired labore rs, roughly 87%, are paid by the day. Paynent
by task is not the norm, being oonfined to male labore rs engaging in brushin
g,
tree felling or swanp digging , all heavy labor activi ties. Analysis of
varian ce of wage rates showed wages (including in kind payments) to vary by
season , by sex, and by region , but not by job perforned (Spencer and Byerlee,
p. 41). '!bus if better fed workers worked at mre dernariling tasks, which were
paid better , this did not show up in the data.

This pictur e of the labor

market is ex>nsistent both with daily wages being oonstant after age, sex,
region and season are accounted for, and with the long-run food ex>nstmption of
hired labore rs being exogenous to the hirer.
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5.

Empirical Specification and Identification

The agricultural production function estimated is a Cobb-Douglas function

with effective family labor, effective hired labor, capital and land as inputs
(see Appendix for variable definitions).12 The production elasticities are
allowed to vary by the percent of cultivated land which is upland. 'lhls is an
atterpt to capture differences in land quality between swanps and uplands.

It

may also capture some outµit conposition effects since swanp; tend to produce
rice in µire stands while uplands tend to be in mixed crowing sytems (Spencer
and

Byerlee, p. 18). 'Ibis specification gives rise to the estimating equation

log ~

c

Bl

+

(8

2

+

s3U)

(log LF

+

C

logh (kFXF))

+

(8 4

+

8 5U)(log½i

+

.

C

logh(kHY F))

(3)

where U = upland as a percent of cultivated acreage, the s's are paraneters and
is an iid error term with zero mean arx3 constant variance.
Two

specifications are reported for the efficiency per b:>urs \riUrked

function, one having one parameter, and one having two. The one parameter
funcion is a log-reciprocal function.

(4a)

1'bis function maps out a sigroid shape for h, starting from the origin and con
y

verging asynptotically to a maxinum ate O.

The t\riU parameter function re-

ported is a sinple quadratic

(4b)

c:
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'lhls allows for a range of negative productiv ity effects, for high enough food
intake. It does not allow for both convex and concave portions, but it is
likely that observed values would be on the ooncave portion of the curve, since
that is the mre relevant econanic region.13 A cubic function was estimated
but soowed very little statistic al inprovenent over the quadratic and so is not
reported. 14
The ooefficie nts for all the h(•) function specifica tions were normalized
so that h( •) equals one at the sanple mean value of kFXff.

For the

log-recip rocal specifica tion the normalized h(•) function is

log h = -

(Sa)

and for the quadratic specifica tion it is

These normaliza tions have the further advantage that h(•) equals one if the
calorie coefficie nts are zero, so the usual agricultu ral production function is
a special case of the one hypothesized here.
For hired labor caloric intake two approaches are taken.

'1'tle first uses

the per oonsumer equivalen t (or per capita) regional weighted average described

in Section 4.

'1'tle second assunes that hired labor caloric intake equals the

sanple mean family labor caloric intake.

In this case the normalized h( •) for

hired labor is one, so effective hired labor time sinply equals h?urs of hired
labor.IS
The restrictio n (which is tested) that the productio n elasticit ies are

identical for hours of family labor and for the effective family labor per oour
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function (likewise for hired labor) introduces nonlinearit ies into the
paraneters.

'!be quadratic specificatio n for h(•) introduces further

nonlinearit ies in paraneters, as well as in variables.

However, even tix>ugh

the production fW1Ction is linear in variables for the log-recipro cal
specificati on, the other equations of the system derived from the nodel will be
highly nonlinear in both variables and paraneters, so a linear in variables
reduced form cannot be solved.

under the circunstanc es both identificat ion and

estimation have to be considered in the context of nonlinear sinultaneou s
equations.

In this case the nonlinearit ies aid in identifying the production

fW1Ction.
The basic set of instrwnenta l variables used awears in Table A.I, along

with their sunmary statistics. They are grouped into four carp:,nents: prices,
caloric intake of hired labor

(and

functional transformat ions thereof), farm

assets and h:>usehold assets/char acteristics .

The last two groups are arguably

endogenous if there exist unobservable houserold characteris tics, such as man
agerrent skills, which persist over time, hence which may be correlated with
asset accurrulation. This notion will be tested by dropping· groups of these pos
sibly suspect instnments and seeing how robust the results are.
A brief discussion is called £or concerning the inclusion of prices for
individual foods into the instrument set, given that_ the nodel aggregates food.
'!be identificat ion issue can be rost easily seen in the context of a linear

mdel.

SJH?()se the Cobb-Ik>uglas production function has added to it the calo

ries variable, where calories equals the

SlD'D

of individual food consurrption,

each weighted by a conversion factor, into daily calories per consuner
equivalent. F.ach food added by disaggregat ion contributes a linear coefficient
restriction , because in this nodel it is nutrients (e.g. calories) which
:EX)tentially increase productivit y, not consurrption of a particular food.

In
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other words, the production function coefficients for nutrients provided by
each food are constrained to be equa1.l6

6.

Ellpirical lesul.ts

Table 1 sh:>ws estimates for the production function, equation (3).

Except

for the first colU1111, for which the effective labor per lx>urs worked function
is omitted, all estimation uses nonlinear two stage least squares (see Amemiya,
1983).17 The first collmll gives a two-stage least squares estimate of the
Cobb-Ik>uglas function when no calorie variable is included, the family and
hired labor variables being treated endogenously.

The

secon:J colunn reports

results for a quadratic h( •), equation (Sb), while the fourth colunn does the.
same for the log-reciprocal specification. The coefficients on calories in the
effective labor function are highly significant in both the quadratic and
log-reciprocal specification.

The

third (quadratic (2)) and fifth

(log-reciprocal (2)) colurms repeat the estimation after dropping the
insignificant upland and land-upland interaction variables.

The nonlinear,

two-stage least squares analog of the likelil'xx>d ratio test,18 gives test
statistics of .66 and .27 for the quadratic and log-reciprocal specifications
respectively. Toose statistics, which test the joint significance of the upland
and land-upland variables, are asynptotically distributed as chi-squared

variables with two degrees of freedom. They are thus very insignificant.
All the coefficients in both the quadratic (2) and log-reciprocal (2) spec
ifications are significant at the .1 level and all but one coefficient in e~h
equation is significant at the .05 level.
highly significant.

The

calorie coefficients remain
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Colt.mn six repeats the quadratic (2)specification when hired labor caloric
intake is assuzred to

equal

the sanple nean family intake (see page

).

The

calorie coefficients remain highly significant arx:i the coefficient magnitudes
change iirperceptibly .19 CollDlll seven shows the results when the quadratic (2)
specification is rerun using daily calories per capita rather than per consumer
equivalent.

Again

the calorie variables are highly significant with little

change in magnitude.
It is certainly possible that the calorie variables are picking up the ef
fects of other b.uran capital type variables. For this sanple, data are
available for years of English
for his/her age.

and

Islamic education of the houseoold head,

and

The education variables show very little variation, nost

people having none.

Regressions were repeated entering both types of education

into the family effective labor function as well as age and age squared. The
coefficients of these human capital variables are conpletely insignificant,
while the calorie coefficient(s) remain highly significant.

The

remaining

coefficients are quite close in magnitude to tlx>se reported in Table 1.
The

fact that only a very crude proxy, percent upland, is available for

land quality could also bias u~rds the calorie coefficients. Another
variable, related to land quality, was available, the average age of bush on
fallowed land.

To the extent that better quality land is cultivated m:>re

extensively, one would

expect

that less time in fallow would be allowed, so

that a lower average age of bush would result.

Bor.1ever, when this variable was

entered linearly into an effective land function, similar to the effective
labor function, equation (Sb), its coefficient was insignificant,

and

once

again the other coefficients didn't change very ruch.
Table 2 reports outµ.it elasticities and marginal products for per consurner
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equivalent family calorie intake
quadratic (2)

and

and

for standard farm inp.rt:s, derived from the

log-recipro cal (2) specificati ons. Both specificatio ns soow

roughly constant returns to scale.

Interesting ly, the 2SLS estinates wit.rout

the effective labor function, colwm one, inply a returns to scale of

.a.

'llle

largest change in out?Jt elasticitie s canes for family labor, which drops to
.42.

AA;)arently, holding other inputs oonstant, households demanding mre

family labor have a lower per consumer equivalent caloric intake, which biases
family labor's coefficient s downwards.
The marginal products of family and hired labor are al.m:>st identical in the

quadratic specificati on, and not significant ly different in the log-recipro cal
specificati on.

Both are very close to the sanple nean real wage, which is .29.

Family caloric intake

has

a sizable, statistical ly significant , out?Jt

elasticity ranging from .18 for the log-recipro cal specificati on to .34 for the
quadratic. The sanple mean elasticity of the effective labor function with
respect to calories per consumer equivalent is .58 for the quadratic specifica
tion

and

.27 for the log-recipro cal.

For the quadratic specificati on, the effective labor function reaches a
peak at a daily per oonsumer equivalent intake of 5175 calories, thereafter
calories having a negative inpact on effective labor.
of h(•) is 1.2.

'Jbe corresporrling value

~ghly 12 percent of the sanple (15 houseoolds), have an

estimated daily per consumer equivalent caloric intake above this level.

'!be

b(•) function for the log-recipro cal specificati on reaches a peak at 1.3 (by
constructio n there is no negatively sloped portion). 'Jbe inflection point of
h(•) occurs at 413 calories per consumer equivalent daily.
portion of h{·) seems to be irrelevant errpirically ,

and this

~

the convex

is substantiatE rl

by the insignifica nce of a cubic specificati on over a quadratic one.
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At a daily per ronsuner equivalent intake of 1500 calories, which
corresponds to the average for roughly the lower tercile of the sanple, h(•)
varies between .6 and .75 (for the quadratic and log-reciprocal
specifications).

Bence

hourly efficiency of family labor is in the range of

60% to 75% of the efficiency of a family worker from a representative family.
For 4500 calories, roughly the average intake of the UR;>er tercile, the
corresponding values of h(•) are 1.18 to 1.1.
~

equations in Tables land 2 all use farm and lx>usehold capital stocks

as instrumental variables.

If there exist ti.me persistent oouseh:>ld effects

which are unobserved and which are rorrelated with these asset variables, then

the earlier estimates would be inconsistent.

such lx>useh:>ld effects, or

heterogeneity, might include managerial ability.

Even without this

heterogeneity the lnlseoold size and nunt>er of adults variables could possibly
be endogenous since households with higher incomes might attract nore family

menbers to live with them.

Since extended families are ilrportant in Sierra

Leone this should be considered.
Table 3 reports reestimates of the quadratic (2) and log-reciprocal (2)
specifications from Table 1, while systematically drowing groups of
instruments.

The first specification, col1JI[l}5 one and four, dro:E;S the

hold asset variables:

size and the nunber of adults.

~

tion, colUimS two and five, dro:E;S the farm asset variables:

muse

second specifica
capital, laoo and

their interactions with percent upland. The percent of land which is upland is
retained in the instrument set on the ground that it is largely a geographical
variable which can be considered exogenous to the oouseh:>ld. '!he third specifi
cation, colUimS three and six, dro:?3 both househ:>ld and farm asset variables.
In both the second and third specifications wage squared is added to the in

wtrument set.~v

A

fourth specification dropped hired labor caloric intake
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as an instrument in addition to the others. 'the results fran that are very
close to the third specification, however.
Drowing the two sets of instruments
in inportant respects.

changes

the results somewhat, but not

While the statistical differences between coefficients

in different specifications are not tested here,21 two points can be noted.

First, the calorie coefficient remains significant for the log-reciprocal
specification under all three oonbinations of anitted instruments. Second, the
magnitude of the coefficient changes by only a little.

For the quadratic

specification, while the individual calorie coefficients lose their
significance when the farm asset instnnnents are drowed, they remain highly
significant jointly. The Wald test statistics of 11.0 and 10.3 (chi-square
variables with 2 degrees of freedom) for the quadratic (2) and
(3)specifications respectively are significant at less than the .01 level.
While the magnitudes of the calorie coefficients

change

for the quadratic h(·)

function, the elasticity of h(·) with respect to family calories

does

not

change nuch, rising to from .58 to .65 when both farm and lx>usehold assets are
dro~ (quadratic (3)) .22 The output elasticity of family labor, oowever,
rises to .8 under this specification, so the output elasticity of family
calories rises to .52 from .34.

The

land ooefficient

its magnitude drops ronsiderably for both quadratic

becanes

and

insignificant and

log-reciprocal

specifications when the farm asset instnments are anitted. Aw£lrently the
remaining instrurrents predict little of the variation in land inl;ut, as
evidenced by the large drop in R2. The hired labor

and

capital output

elasticities change only by a small mrount. Clearly, then, even after allowing
for possible endogeneity of farm
remains a significant

and

and

h>useh:>ld assets, family calorie intake

inportant determinant of farm output.
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7.

Inplications

Statistical and economic significance are, of course, OOIJl)letely differ
ent ooncepts, the latter being the inportant one.

Ideally one would like to

know roughly the social returns to various investments in better nutrition.

Examining alternative investment strategies, for instance between progrmrs
targeted to particular groups or m::>re general policies such as pricing poli
cies, is outside the soope of the paper. What can be cbne is to derive some
illustrative figures on some potential consequence of better nutrition which
are generally ignored.
~

major conclusion from these eupirical results is that current nutri

tional status of farm laborers as neasured by annual caloric availability
increases fa?ln output, holding other inputs constant.

~

relevant policy

response is.~ unconditional supply function. While this cannot be solved
for in closed form, a suwly function corditional on family calorie
consunption can be derived from the first order conditions, equations
(2a)-(2g), and from the Cobb-Douglas production function.

Its form for the

specifications from Table 1 is

nA
l - µ

+---

log A

where the ni's are output elasticities, the i's having been previously de
fined,

ll=

the sum o~· the variable .inp.Jt (family and hire labor) output
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elasticities, and 81 is the oonstant term. At the sanple nean, an exogenous
-increase in per conswrer equivalent family calorie intake has a suwly elas
ticity of 1.1 using the quadratic (2) estimates fran Table 1, and .6 using
the log-reciprocal (2) estimates.23 ibese estimates vary by level of caloric

intake since

dlnh/dlnkFX~

varies, being higher at lower intakes. This for a

family with a daily per consuner equivalent intake of only 1500 calories,
which corresponds to the average for roughly the lower tercile of this
sanple, the conditional suwly elasticity with respect to calories is 1.5 for
the quadratic specification and 1.2 for the log-reciprocal.

With a per

consuner equivalent intake of 4500, the average for roughly the upper
tercile, the calorie suwly elasticities are .6 and .4 respectively for the
quadratic and log-reciprocal specifications. 'lbese elasticities carpare with
sanple mean outplt price elasticity, holding calorie consunption constant, of
2.2. Thus exogenous increases in calorie consl.Drption would seem to have an
ilrp:>rtant effect on outplt suwly. Moreover the effect may be understated
since no allocative effects from better nutrition have been m:>deled here. Of
course exogenous (to the lx>usehold) increases in calorie consunption are not
going to cone from government programs or policies.

The

unconditional suwly

function.is tbls nore relevant for policy, but to obtain that the response
function of calorie intake to exogenous variables would have to be derived.
1'hat is outside the scope of this paper. However it is clear that prices or
investments in land clearing or new technologies will have an additional im
pact, through calories, on outJ;XJt suwly. For instance, Strauss (1984a) sug
gests that higher fann out.pit prices will tend to raise calorie consunption,
especially for poorer househ:>lds. While trose results did not account for a
nutritional-productiv ity relationship, which casts doubt upon them, to the
extent they hold up they suggest even greater ~tency for outplt price in
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raising output suwly.
technologies.

To the

Likewise for investnents in new capital or
extent that calorie intake respords stroB3ly to wage

increases, as suggested by Strauss (1984a), the decreasing effect on output
of an induced increase in wages will be mitigated.
A different effect nay be seen by looking at the first order ooooition
for food consunption, equation (2a).

Ignoring the effect of higher caloric

intake on total non-sick time available to the tx>uselx>ld, T, an increase in
per consuner equivalent calorie intake is equivalent to a proportionate
reduction in the effective price of food. Taking rice, the staple food in
Sierra Leone, as an exanple, a percentage increase in kilograms of rice
ronsunption will reduce the sanple uean effective price of rice by 44% using
the quadratic h{•) results or by 22% using the log-reciprocal results.24

Again th:>se percentages vary by level of caloric intake, being in the range
of 72% to nearly 100% for an intake of 1500 daily calories per ronsumer
equivalent,

and

from 15% to 18% at 4500 calories.

Now

clearly these

magnitudes seem large, especially for the poorer oouse:tx:>lds. The point is not
that they are likely to have pinpoint accuracy, but they nay well reflect an
order of magnitude effect.

Given the reasonable robustness of these

enpirical results these effects should not be dismissed.

8.

Conclusions

It is not clear from these results what drives the nutrition-prcxiuctivity
links.

The

analysis

bas

proceeded on the assunption that current, annual

caloric intake directly causes higher prcxiuctivity.

However, it is quite

plausible that current calorie flows are rorrelated with accunulated stocks
(such as rreasured by height).

It is also possible that
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the effects may differ by labor type, for instance between male a::iults,
female a::iults and children.

Having irdividual-leve l data on anthropanetric

or clinical variables such as height for age and weight for height might help
to

get at these questions and would be a useful extension of these results.

Estimating conditional profit and labor suwly functions soould also be quite
useful.

Jik>st inportantly, it would seem necessary to replicate these results

using other data sets from a range of country incane levels to explore row
prevalent the nutritional-pro ductivity links are.

In ex>nclusion, it would appear that current nutritional status, in the
form of caloric intake, does raise current farm labor productivity in rural
Sierra Ieone.

The

effect explored here is a p.ire worker effect, while the
.

other involves both worker and allocative effects.

To the

extent that

allocative effects of better nutrition are i.nportant the results have
understated the inpact of better nutrition on outp.it suwly.
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~ i x : Variable Construction
Ebu.sehold-level estinates of food consunption were derived by adding con
sun:ption out of h01re production and market p.irchases for 196 different foods.
'!he

former estimates were derived by a residual aa,roach: subtracting sales,

wages in kind paid out (and seed use for rice, the major crop) fran produc

tion, and adding wages in kind received. fllese were adjusted for processing
to avoid doubling-counting, and for storage losses.

EstillBtes, in kilograms,

of food availability were converted into calorie availability by using FAO
(1968) food callX)sition tables for Africa.
An aggregate Divisia production price index was formed for each region,

using the regional proportions of outp.it value as weights.

Regional level

famgate prices were also used in constructing total value of outp.it by
household.

An aggregate quantity index of agriailtural production was then

formed by dividing total output value by the aggregate price index.
Price indices for goods consuned come from Strauss (1982). ibey were
formed by the eight geographical regions. Annual sales prices were forned
using the larger sanple of 328 b::>useholds for which reliable production and
labor use data were available. Value of regional sales was divided by sales
quantity for each of 195 conm:::>dities.

Likewise, regional purchase prices

were formed for 113 conm:xlities. A concordance between camodities p.irchased
and sold was established and a connodity price for each region was then

formed by taking a weighted average of sales and p.irchase prices with re
gion-specific weights being the share of total expenditure for a camodity
coming from either p.irchases or hooe production.

camodities were then ag

gregated into six groups with regional values oonsuned being used as weights
to form weighted prices. Regional wage is in terms of male equivalents.
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Land is neasured both as total land area cro:wed, in acres, and broken
down by upland and swan:p land areas.

This reflects a widely perceived qual

ity differential within Sierra Leone.

Capital is neasured as the value of its flow.

For variable capital, this

represents no problem.

However, variable capital for our sanple is minus

rule, m::>sUy rice seed.

Olly very litUe fertilizer is used and a litUe

machinery hired, but these were added to the_total.

However, since there are

some values for variable capital, which is a flow, it was necessary to oon
vert the stock of fixed capital into the equivalent flow in order to a:ld the
two.
Data on houseoold characteristics were available for total size and
age/sex conposition by 0-5 years, 6-10 years, 11-15 years, 16-65 years, and
over 65 years.

In addition, data on years of English and Arabic education by

the houseoold head, age of rousehold head, ethnic group (there are three
major ones in our sanple), and region of residence are available.

Since etlr

nic groups tend to live in oontiguous areas, this infoIDBtion is also re
gional in character (tlx>ugh not identical to the eight survey regions).
Family and hired farm labor demand includes work on all agricultural ac
tivities exclusive of processing agricultural products.

units are in terns

of male equivalents with weights l for males over 15, .75 for females over
15, and .5 for children aged 10-15. 'nle weights are derived from an analysis
of variance of wage rates as reported by Spencer and Byerlee (1977).
The potential sanple size for this study was 138 houseoolds, out of which

128 were used.

ibe renaining ten houseoolds were prinarily engaged in fish

ing or non-agricultural activities, and were toought to have substantially
different production functions.
the major variables.

Table A.l provides swmiary statistics for
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Footnotes
1/ Leibenstein (1957) first formalized this hypothesis, which was further
developed by Mirlees (1975), Rodgers (1975), and Stiglitz (1976). Bliss and
Stem (1978a) provide an excellent survey as well as sooe extensions of the
JOOdel to labor suwly.
2,/ Baldwin and 'Weisbrod, p. 432.

JI Altoough

the Inmink and Viteri studies were experinents, their nutrition

productivity relationship was estimated with data fran the pre-experinental
period, and th.ls is subject to this bias•

.4/ 'lbese oou.sehold consunption variables could just as well

be vectors, for

instance of foods •

.5/ For sinplicity different types of family or hired labor, such as male
adult and female adult, are aggregated.

In

principle each might have a dif-

ferent function relating efficiency per oour worked to caloric intake.
~ A horizontal intercept at a positive caloric intake would correspom to
the basal netabolic rate requirenent:

those calories needed to keep body

weight constant when lying down and engaging in no activity.

This abstracts,

of course, from the difficulty that basal uetabolic rates may vary randomly
over tine for the sane individual ( Sukhatme, 1977).

11 'lhl.s assunption, while perhaps counterintuitive, seems consistent with
what limited labor market information exists (see page 13). Further research
on effects of caloric intake on labor suwly is planned in which this.
asstmpl:ion will be nore th>roughly examined.

In any

case use of this

assunption won't effect the statistical results since average regional wages
are used as instrunents, and even if they are biased predictors of wages,
they are still uncorrelated with the production function error term.
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.a/ At a later stage, as an alternative, farm

and

househ:>ld assets will be

considered as endogenous.

V

'!be weights from FAO, 1957, are as follows:

Sex

0-5

6-10

11-15

Male

.2

.5

.75

1.0

Female

.2

.5

.7

.9

16+

Data were unavailable to correct for differential requirerents of pregnant or
lactating women.
N

l.0/ Daily househ:>ld requirements may be expressed as r
the daily requirements for a particular age-sex

where ai are
Mi is the nuntier of

a .Mi ,

i=l i
group and

group menbers in the h>usehold. Dividing by the ai for adult males yields
the nunt>er of ex>nsurter equivalents.

So

long as the adult male ai can be

taken as ex>nstant across the male adult po?,tl.ation it will be absorbed into
the regression coefficient(s) for calories per consumer equivalent.

ll/ When there is a midday

it is eaten in the fields, with hired
laborers sharing the family's food.

l2/

A

meal

Cobb-Douglas specification in which family am hired labor are

permitted to be perfect substitutes, but with different efficiency weights,

was also tried.

1.3/ If

dh
dXc

The results are substantially the same.
aF

is rising and at a faster rate than

-;-e- , the marginal

product of

effectiveFfamily labor, is falling, then it is ~~ible for seex>nd order
conditions to be violated.
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W

Two

other functional forms were tried for h:

•

senu-log,

h -=

C
e0 + e1 k ~C + e2 ~log

C

(kFXj;)

a log-log aD:l an exten:led
•

'Die latter

,

is

a

functional form saretimes used to estiilate F.ngel curves. Minus the constant
it is the Engel curve of the Alm:>st Ideal Demand System (Deaton am
Muellbauer, 1980).Results are available from the author upon request.

lS/

third awroach was tried: treating the weighted average intake as
measuring with error the true intake faced by an imividual hirer. 'Ibis was
A

accooplished by treating hired labor caloric intake as endogenous.

It is

arguable that the instrumental variables used would be uncorrelated with any
neasurement error, giving consistent coefficient estimates. The results turn
out to be alrrost identical to those which treat hired labor calorie intake as
exogenous, and so are not reported. They are available upon request.

W F.ach focx:l price is, of course, a valid instrument, but

not aid in
identifying the production function since a consunption structural equation

is also

l1./

added

does

to the system.

objective function minimized is S=u'W(W'w)-lw•u, where u is a Tx1
vector of residuals (T being sanple size), and w is a TxN matrix of
The

instrunental variables such that N is greater than or equal to the mmber of
independent paraneters.

The

matrix Wcan be of different forms, including

for instance cross products of instruments as well as the instruments
. thenselves. In this case only the instruments were included. 'Die
Davidon-Fletcher-Powell algorithm as available in the Fair-Parke program (see
Fair, 1984), was used to minimize the objective function •

.18./ 'Ibis test statistics is 1 2 (SirSu> , where
0

o

is the regression standard

error, Su is the value of the objective function evaluated at the
unrestricted estimates, and SR is its value evaluated at the restricted

estimates.

see Gallant

and

Jorgenson (1979) for details.
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lil ~ fact that
able,

and

the function value drops reflects the hired calorie vari

its square, being drowe<] fran the instrument set.

It> statisti cal

inferenc es should be drawn from this•
.2Q/ Given the variable nonline arities it is awropr iate to add all cross

product s of instruments to the instrument set. Adding squares or cross
product s of prices other than for labor, b:,wever, made the matrix of cross
product s singula r.

2l/ A Bausman test is possibl e, but CODplting the covariance of the
differen ce between the two sets of estimat es (one with the full instrument
set and one with a reduced set) is sonewhat carplica tedbeca use neither esti
mate is efficie nt within a class of estimat ors. While a best nonline ar two-
stage least squares (BNL2S, see Auemiya, 1983)
difficu lt to COJlplte in practice ,

and

does

exist in princip le, it is

was not CCl!plted here.

221 At

the sanple mean this elastic ity equals a *+2a * (see equation (Sb)),
1
2
.
where a~ is the coeffic ient on calories and ·*
0 the
coeffic ient of its square.
2

W

Of course this is pirely illustra tive since exogenous increase s in food

consunption are highly unlikely .

W This is calculat ed assuming a conversion of 3743 calories per kilogram of
rice, convert ing this annual figure to a daily per oonsmner equival ent,
nultiply ing by the marginal product of family calories from Table 2.

and

Table 1
Agricultural Production Functions: Quadratic and Log-Recipro cal Effective Labor Functions~/
_______ _______ ____,1c:..;:f::.._f,__e=--c=-·., t-"-'J. . :.v. ::c:___.!.l:;.-a!.'b"-!o~r~F~t~11!.'1~c.:t..c!:i~o~n - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - None

Quadratic

(2)

(1)

Variable

-4. 21

Constant

b/

(-1.7)

Effective Labor FunctionCalories
Calories squared

Quadratic

Log-Reciproc al
(2)

(3)

1.20
(1.2)

1. 76

1. 60

(1.5)

(1.4)

1 • 59
(10.5)
-. 49
(-10.2)

1.14
(4.4)
-.30
(-4.3)

.89

.87
(4.5)
-.63
(-2.2)
-.47
(-1.9)
1.11

.18

l.50

.32

( .1)

(1. 4)

(.2)

1.38
(4.6)
-.42

(5. 3)

1.42
-.42
(-3.5)

(-3. 5)

.25

Calories reciprocal

cl

Family Labor-

e/
Family Labor x Upland-

c/

Hired Labor-

Hired Labor x Upland-~_/

(3.0)

1.61
(4.6)
-1. 89
(-3.4)
-.27
(-.9)
.48
(.9)

Capital

.02
( .1)

Capital x Upland
Land

.004
(. 01)
•2

(.9)
Land x Upland

•2

(.6)
Upland
Function Value

11.69
(2.8)

2.6cJ_I

.90
(5.0)
-.49
(-1.9)
-.47
(-2.2)

1.13
(4.1)
-.92
(-2.0)
-.49
(-1.8)
.99
(2.0)
.26

.91

(2.4)
.40
(2.7)
-.58
(-2.8)
.27
(2.6)

(1.3)

-.42
(-1.6)
.35
(1. 7)
-.13
(-.5)
2.46
(. 9)

e/
. <l/ Quadratic-

Log-Reciproc al
(1)

1.08
(5.0)
-.86
(-2.5)
-.47
(-2.0)
.98
(2.4)
. 32
(1.9)
-.45
(-2.0)
.28
(1.5)
-.06
(-.2)
2.11
(1.1)

.27
(3.6)
.95
(5.8)
-.47
(-1.8)
-.49
(-2.5)
.86
(2.3)
.40
(3.0)

-.53
(-2.6)
.25
(2.5)

2.60

2.95

3.24

3.38

Quadratic-

(4. 9)

-.31
(-1. 3)
-.44
(-2.2)

.62
(1.8)
. 34
(1.8)
-.52
(-2.2)
.31

(2.5)

2.55U

(4)

(2. 7)

.41
(2.4)
-.63
(-2.8)
.29
(2.4)

4.33

Regression standard error

.59

.53

.51

.51

.so

.56

.55

R2

. 35

.49

.52

.52

.54

.43

.44

a/
- Asymptotic standard normal statistics in parentheses.
~/Family labor calorie intake is endogenous. Hired labor calorie intake is exogenous unless otherwise indicated.
c/

- Endogenous variable,

d/
- Hired labor calorie intake treated as unknown. See pa::::e 16,
~/Calories per person used instead of calories per consumer equivalent.
r/
1
l'r'\t"°'''"'''"
l ,...,, ....

f'"

w
N
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Table 2
Output Elasticities and Marginal Products at Sample Mean:
Quadratic and Log-Reciprocal Specifications!_/

Output Elasticities

¥.arginal Products

Effective Labor Function
Input
Family caloric intake

Quadratic

Log-Reciprocal

Quadratic

Log-Reciprocal

• 34
(.11)

.18
( .06)

.20
(.06)

.10
(. 03)

· Family labor

.59
(.18)

.65
( .17)

.31
(;09)

. 34
(. 09)

Hired labor

.10
(.15)

.05
(.16)

.30
(. 45)

.15
(. 48)

Cagital

.04
(.10)

.07
(. 09)

2.75
(6.52)

4.81
(5.99)

.27

.25
(.10)

88.68
(36 .13)

82.11
(32 .84)

Land

( .11)

!_/Asymptotic standard errors in parentheses. Computed from the quadratic (2) and
log-reciprocal (2) specifications of Table 1.

Table 3
Agricultural Production Functions Dropping Farm and Household A:?ets as Instruments:
Family and Hired Labor Imperfect Substitutes-

Variable

Quadratic
(1)

Constant
Effective Labor Function
Calories
Calories squared

1.52
(1.3)

Quadratic
(2)

(1)

Family Labor x Upland
Hirec1 Labor
Hired Labor x Upland
Capital
Capital x Upland
Land
Function Value
Regression Standard Error
R2
Instruments dropped:

a/

(3)

.86

.17

( ..6)

(.3)

(. 8)

( .1)

(1.2)b/*
-.12-

(-.3)

.66E_/*
(.9) b/*

-.002-

• 32'p_/
(3.2)

(-.01)

•s2E..1

•9-ft-l

1.osE..I
(5.4\;

• 22'p_/
(2. 7)

1.0~/

(3.4)b/

-.21-

-.27-

(-.9)b/
-.6~

(-.5)b/
- • 75-=-

(-.9\;

(-1.2)b/

(1.9)
.44
(2.9)
-.53
(-2.5)
.31
(2.9)

(-2.2)b/
1.47(2.6)b/
1.21(2.5)b/
-1.82(-2.6) b/
.005-=
(. 01)

(-2. 3\;

1.14

-.5~
(-2.6)b/
.57(1.4)
.39
(2.6)
-.44
(-2.0)
.29

1.27-

(2. 2)b/
1.2Y:.

(2.6)b/
-1.84-

(-2.6)b/
-.0~

(2.8)

(5.0)b/

(3.2)b/

-.3&=-

•22E..1

.90PJ
(4. 7)b/
-.41-

.77-

Log-Reciprocal

.94

(5.l)b/*

.9~_/
(4.8\/
-.3S-::(-1.4)b/
-.60:::
(-2.5)b/

(2)

(. 8)

Calories reciprocal
Family Labor

Log-Reciprocal

.43

.Bl~_/*

(-1. 8)

(3)

.89

1.42E./*
.-. 3S.:::-

Effective Labor Function
Quadratic
Lo~-Reciprocal

-.57(-2.4)b/
1. lr-

-.lY:.
(-.3)b/

-.6~
(-2.6)b/

.77(1.156 /

(2.4)b/
.78(2.4)b/
-1. 1s-=-

.71(2.0)b/
-1.12-

(-2. 2)b/

(-1.9\/

.14(. 8)

•10:::-

(. 5)

(-. 2)

(2. 7)

1.95

. 21

.78

3.16

.81

.53

.65

.55

• 54

.57

.49

.22

.66
.20

.44

.47

.39

HH size,
no adults

Capital and
Land. Wage
squared
added

Capital, land,
HH size and no.
adults. Wage
squared. added

.
- Asymptotic standard normal
statistics in parentheses.
labor calories exogenous.
b/
- Endogenous variable.

.

HH size,
no adults

Capital and
land. Wage
squared
added

Capital;·land,
RH size, and
adults. Wage
sq~ared added

Asterisk(*) denotes jointly significant at .01 level. Hired

w
.t,-
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Table A.l
Sanple Smmary Statistics
Endogenous

variables

~

Farm outi:ot giantity indexal
2295.2
Daily family calories per consumer equivalent 3061.
Daily family calories per capita
2434.7
Hours of fandly labor
3898.2
Hours of hired labor
816.5
Exogenous

Staooara

Deyiation
1844.4
1811.4
1610.9
2122.
620.8

variables

Daily hired labor calories per consumer
equivalent .
·Olti:ot price indexbl
Rice price i.ndexbl
a:>ot crop and other cerea). ,Price i.ndexbl
Oils and fats price indexJ.V
Fish and animal product price indexbl
Miscellaneo us foods price indexb/
R>nfoods price indeJ¥
Male adult wa~
capital stock (in Leones)
.Land cultivated (in acres)
Upland as% of land cultivated
Bouseoold size
Persons·11 years and older

2788.4
.27
.24

.58
.66
.56
.60
.64
.08
34.4

6.8
.63
6.3
4.4

1242.7
.06
.05
.46

.16
.31
.19
.09
.03
31.6
4.5

.37
3.7
2.2

Other variables Not Used
M.mi:>er of consumer equivalents
Years of English education of lx>usehold head
Years of Islamic education of houseoold head
Age of lx>useoold head

al In

4.7
0.4
1.6
50.9

2.4
1.5
4.1
15.

kilograns.

bl Leones ~r kilogram. For definitions of camodity groups see Table A.l
Strauss (1982).
s;;/ Leones per hour.

in
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